
lesson two cloze

Name: _____________

Date: ________ 

honey loaf cornflakes tea
bun jam butter flour

pizza yoghurt cheese milk
chips lemonade eggs bagel
fries salt pasta noodles

sugar water

I made a hot cup of ______. I put ice in the glass of ________________. I turned on the tap 

and got a glass of __________. The ________ came from the cow. I ate a tub of 

______________. I spread ____________ on my bread. I made a grilled ____________ 

sandwich. I bought a ________ of bread at the shop. I put ham in my round ______. The 

__________ has a hole in it. I put __________ in my tea to make it sweet. The chicken sat 

on the ________. I used __________ to cook a cake. I put ________ on my food. I ate 

____________________ for breakfast. I used __________ to make lasagne. The 

______________ were long and thin. I ate a packet of __________. I put ______ on my 

toast. The sweet __________ came from the bees. I ate a slice of __________ for lunch. I 

put sauce on my __________. 
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lesson two cloze

Name: _____________

Date: ________ 

honey loaf cornflakes tea
bun jam butter flour

pizza yoghurt cheese milk
chips lemonade eggs bagel
fries salt pasta noodles

sugar water

I made a hot cup of tea. I put ice in the glass of lemonade. I turned on the tap and got a 

glass of water. The milk came from the cow. I ate a tub of yoghurt. I spread butter on my 

bread. I made a grilled cheese sandwich. I bought a loaf of bread at the shop. I put ham in 

my round bun. The bagel has a hole in it. I put sugar in my tea to make it sweet. The 

chicken sat on the eggs. I used flour to cook a cake. I put salt on my food. I ate cornflakes

for breakfast. I used pasta to make lasagne. The noodles were long and thin. I ate a packet 

of chips. I put jam on my toast. The sweet honey came from the bees. I ate a slice of pizza

for lunch. I put sauce on my fries.
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